Instructions:

For practice on today's topic, we will have three sets of six positions each.

For all three sets:

- Pay attention to whether it is white to move or black to move.
- Once you are done with the entire set, type your solutions to me in Zoom chat.
- Feel free to ask questions in the chat.

For Set A:

- Try to find the best move in each position.
- For this set only, you only have to type one move in each position.

After about 12 minutes, I will discuss the problems in Set A.

For Set B:

The positions look very similar to the positions in Set A. In this set:

- Try to figure out whether your solution from Set A still works.
- If it doesn’t, explain why.
- Then try to find the best move or sequence of moves in the position. For this set, typing a 2-3 move variation is usually enough.

After about 24 minutes, I will discuss the problems in Set B.

For Set C:

This is the most challenging set.

- Try to find the best move or sequence of moves in the position. For this set, you will usually need to type a longer variation.

We will discuss the Set C problems if there is time. If not, I will send out the solutions after class.

Good luck!
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